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ABSTRACT
SSPM detectors can be studied and improved through electrical modeling of the diode and readout circuit to simulate, characterize, and predict their response for different
geometries and configurations. An electrical model was developed to simulate and
investigate the effect of increasing diode area on the response of SSPMs. Passive
components in the model are extracted from measurements and then used in the model to
understand and predict device performance. The avalanche is represented with a switch
in series with a voltage source and diode resistor, instead of a current source, which
allows the change in potential, current through the diode, and timing of the avalanche to
be simulated. Pulse shapes are compared for two different size devices, 1x1 and 3x3
mm2, to first validate the model and then demonstrate predictive capability. It is concluded that this electrical model can be used to better understand the design and
development of SSPMs, particularly the effects of increasing parasitic capacitance on the
timing and magnitude of the readout signal.
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1. Introduction
Solid-state photomultipliers (SSPMs) are a rapidly developing detector technology, with
the potential to advance a range of applications, ranging from high-energy physics,
biological sensors, nuclear medicine, DNA sequencing, and homeland security1. Currently, detectors are composed of a scintillator coupled to a photomultiplier tube (PMT).
The scintillator converts gamma radiation into optical photons, and the PMT converts
the optical photons to an electronic signal and amplifies it. The detector, however, is
limited by the quantum efficiency of the photocathode of the PMT, and the bulky, fragile
vacuum tube requires high voltage. Standard PMTs are also sensitive to magnetic fields,
which distort electron trajectories to the first and second dynodes, and can be damaged
by excess ambient light2,3.
SSPMs overcome many of the limitations of PMTs, combining advantages of PMTs
and silicon detectors. They are compact, robust, stable, and low power devices. Unlike
PMTs, SSPMS are unaffected by magnetic fields, making them an attractive option for
applications such as PET-MRI. SSPMs have high detection efficiency, high gain, and
good energy resolution. Energy resolution of 3% for 662 keV has been achieved with a
LaBr3:Ce scintillator4. Disadvantages are that they are currently small and expensive.
A SSPM is a photosensor consisting of an array of photodiodes, or cells, that are
connected in parallel and operated above their breakdown voltage in Geiger mode5,6.
When an optical photon strikes one of these cells, the cell undergoes an electrical
breakdown, and its charge is collected onto a common electrode.

The diode is in series

with a quenching resistor, and the voltage across the diode drops during the avalanche.
The decreasing potential slows the avalanche until the current is quenched and the cell
begins to recharge.
When used to detect pulses of light, the output signal of the SSPM is proportional to
the number of cells that are struck by optical photons. An SSPM can be combined with
a scintillator for detection of ionizing radiation, such as x-rays, gamma rays, or neutrons.
In this case, a scintillator converts the ionizing radiation to a burst of optical photons,
and the optical photons are detected by the SSPM. The energy of the ionizing particle
can be estimated based on the measured pulse height.
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An electrical model of an SSPM can enhance understanding of the design and behavior of SSPMs. Electrical models have been developed to simulate the behavior of
solid-state photomultipliers7,8. Figure 2 shows the model developed by Pavlov et al7.
The cells of the SSPM are divided into one cell that undergoes breakdown and the
remaining cells represented as an equivalent circuit. The time constants of the response
of a cell undergoing breakdown and recharging are modeled with passive components.
The avalanche of a Geiger cell is simulated using a current pulse in the diode. Using
circuit parameters, the charge released from the diode is calculated, and the timing is
estimated based on time constants of the circuit. There is a small inductor with a value
of 10 nH/cm, presumably to account for stray inductances of the device. The motivation
of the work was to simulate the pixel current over time in a 1.1 x 1.1 mm2 SSPM to
characterize the timing of the devices and define dead time and maximum count rate.
The work simulated two readout resistors of 1000 and 50 W and concludes that the larger
resistor slows down both the release of charge and recovery time of the pixel7.
Another model was developed by Corsi et al.8 to optimize the front-end readout with
an SSPM coupled to an ideal and finite bandwidth preamplifier. The model is shown in
Figure 2. A current source is again used to simulate the diode avalanche, and the charge
is calculated based on model parameters of overvoltage and capacitance. There is an
additional parasitic grid capacitance to correctly account for all time constants that
characterize the shape of the signal waveform.

A method for extraction of model

parameters was described, and parameters are extracted for two unknown size SSPMs,
one from ITC-irst and one from Photonique. The number of cells is 625 and 516.
Assuming a cell size near 50 mm, it is hypothesized they SSPMs are around 1 mm2 in
size. The governing equations, which define the influence of parameters on the circuit
time constants, were also developed. The time constants of the circuit were explored for
readout resistor values of 20, 50, and 75 W as voltage versus time. Finally, the responses
of the experimental data and model for one of the SSPMs were compared using two
different readout amplifiers, and the comparison plots are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. SSPM model with a current pulse simulating the avalanche7.

Figure 2. SSPM model with a current pulse simulating the avalanche and an
additional parasitic grid capacitance 9.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Comparison between measured and simulated pulses with an ITC-irst
SSPM and a (a) transimpedence amplifier and (b) voltage amplifier9.
In order to better relate the model to the physics, previous models are further developed in this work to simulate the avalanche with a switch, diode resistor, and voltage
source, shown in Figure 4. The model is described in more detail in Sections 2 and 4.4.
The switch allows the potential across and current through the diode to be simulated
based on the circuit and not the definition of the current source. Experimental and
modeled pulses are compared for 1x1 mm2 and 3x3 mm2 25 mm devices over a range of
bias voltages. Parameters in the model are extracted from experimental data for two
types of device, and results are in good agreement without modification or addition of
other parameters from device to device. The model will be able to predict the response
of SSPMs for different device geometries and measurement circuit configurations.

4

Figure 4. Electrical SSPM model in this work.
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2. Theory
2.1 Principle of Operation
SSPMs are composed of an array of avalanche photodiode (APD) cells. APDs convert
light directly into charge. When an optical photon is absorbed in the semiconductor
material, an electron-hole pair is created. A voltage across the detector creates a large
electric field that accelerates the charge carriers toward the cathode and anode. As these
carriers gain kinetic energy, they interact, liberating additional carriers. A cascading
avalanche amplifies what would otherwise be a small signal from a single detected
photon. The final output signal is large enough to be digitized by electronics with a high
signal-to-noise ratio.
APDs can be operated in linear or Geiger mode. Figure 5 shows the photodiode and
avalanche photodiode linear regions and the Geiger mode region. In linear mode, the
APDs operate at just below the breakdown voltage, resulting in a low gain of only
around 100 and poor signal-to-noise ratio. The signal-to-noise ratio is defined as the
ratio of photon detection events to dark noise or spontaneous breakdown events. In
Geiger mode, the APDs are operated above breakdown threshold.

The number of

collisions greatly increases, and the entire cell becomes ionized. At voltages significantly above breakdown voltage, more than 3 to 5 V, spontaneous breakdown begins to
dominate. The avalanche is stopped by a quenching resistor; the large resistance limits
the current available to flow through the diode to sustain the avalanche current. The
output signal is thus limited by the discharge of the potential built up across the capacitance of the silicon. The size of this capacitance and potential determines the amount of
charge that is collected for one photon10. The potential is determined by the overvoltage,
which is the difference between the applied and breakdown voltages.

6

Figure 5. Operating regions of an APD: photodiode (linear, no gain), avalanche
(linear, gain of 10-200), Geiger mode (photon = pulse out) 11.
The full discharge of one APD does not provide any information on the incoming
energy of the photon, so the APD is subdivided into an APD cell array, similar to the
pixilated anodes of solid-state CZT and CdTe detectors. Cell size ranges from 25 to 100
microns12. Thousands of cells are connected in parallel to form an array13 from 1 x 1
mm2 to 3 x 3 mm2 in size. SSPMs can be tiled to make a detector as large as 1 cm2 in
size. Figure 6 shows a 10 x 10 pixel SSPM array. The output detector signal is proportional to the number of APD cells that fire as a result of absorption of an optical photon,
illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows an equivalent circuit of the diodes and quenching
resistors connected in parallel. The diodes are reversed biased, and the output signal is
read as a voltage across a resistor to ground.

7

Figure 6. Example of a 10 x 10 pixel array of APD cells 11.

Figure 7. The amplitude of the output detector signal is proportional to the number of APD cells hit with optical photons.

8

Figure 8. SSPM array of pixels connected in parallel11.

2.2 Equivalent Electrical Circuit
The SSPM can be described as an electrical circuit7, shown in Figure 9. The main
electrical components are the quenching resistor (Rq) and silicon resistor (Rd) and
capacitor (Cd) of the diode. There is also parasitic capacitance associated with the
quenching resistor (Cq). Other stray inductance and capacitance of the diode are not
explicitly considered, as these values are small14.

Figure 9. SSPM equivalent electrical circuit.
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The firing cell is independent, and the remaining cells are described as an equivalent
circuit15, where

R eq =

Rq
n -1

and C eq = (n - 1) C q .

(1)

The equivalent circuit for the cells not firing can be derived using expressions for
impedance and admittance with the properties that parallel admittance and series impedance add. The admittance for a resistor and capacitor are

YR =

1
, YC = jω C q .
Rq

(2)

The impedance of each is the reciprocal.
In the SSPM electrical model, the admittance of the top quenching resistance and
capacitance is described as
YQ =

1
+ jω C ,
R

(3)

where R = Rq and C = Cq. This admittance is in parallel with the diode capacitor. The
diode switch remains open so the diode resistance is not included. The impedance of
one cell is then described as
æ
ö
( jω C)D + æç 1 + jω C ö÷
ç
÷
æ
ö
1
èR
øQ
÷ + çç 1 ÷÷ =
.
ZC = ç
æ1
ö
ç 1 + jω C ÷ è jω C øD
ç
÷
ç + jω C ÷ ( jω C )D
èR
øQ
èR
øQ

(4)

The admittances of many cells in parallel are added together as
æ1
ö
æ1
ö
ç + jω C ÷ ( jω C ) D
ç + jω C ÷ ( jω C ) D
èR
øQ
èR
øQ
YC =
+
+ ...
æ1
ö
æ1
ö
( jω C)D + ç + jω C ÷ ( jω C)D + ç + jω C ÷
èR
øQ
èR
øQ
(5)
æ1
ö
ç + jω C ÷ ( jω C ) D
èR
øQ
= (n - 1)
,
æ1
ö
( jω C)D + ç + jω C ÷
èR
øQ
where (n-1) is the number of standby cells when one cell avalanches.
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Alternatively, the standby cells can be written in the form of an equivalent resistance and capacitance as
R eq =

R
, C eq = (n - 1) jω C .
n -1

(6)

n -1
, YC_eq = (n - 1) jω C .
R

(7)

The equivalent admittance is
YR_eq =

The admittance of the quenching circuit is written as
YQ =

n -1
+ (n - 1) jω C.
R

(8)

The impedance of the equivalent cell circuit is then
æ
ö
((n - 1) jω C )D + æç n - 1 + (n - 1) jω C ö÷
ç
÷
ö
è R
øQ
1
1
÷ + æç
.
÷÷ =
ZC = ç
ç
ç n -1
÷
(n - 1) jω C ø D
n -1
æ
ö
è
+ (n - 1) jω C ÷
+ (n - 1) jω C ÷ ((n - 1) jω C)D
ç
ç
è R
øQ
è R
øQ

(9)
Pulling out the common factor, n-1, the admittance is
æ1
ö
ç + jω C ÷ ( jω C )D
èR
øQ
,
YC = (n - 1)
æ1
ö
( jω C)D + ç + jω C ÷
èR
øQ

(10)

which is equivalent to that derived in Equation 5 for individual cells connected in
parallel and proves the equivalent cells can be written as stated in Equation 1.
The equivalent electrical model of the SSPM is valid for small numbers of cells firing, and the modeled pulse shape is representative of experimental results. As the
number of cells firing increases to hundreds or thousands, the differences in pulse shape
increase. Although this is a limitation of the model, the differences are small. Alternatively, the firing cells could be pulled out individually and the equivalent cell circuit
would account for fewer standby cells. This method would not be practical in a program
such as PSPICE, but it could be more easily simulated in an analytical model.
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2.3 Avalanche
For an avalanche to be initiated, a photon must be absorbed in the depletion region of the
silicon and generate an electron-hole pair. The probability of a photon being absorbed in
a cell increases with increasing overvoltage, as shown in Figure 10. For a fully recharged cell, a potential has been built-up across the capacitance of silicon, creating an
electric field. The electric field accelerates the generated charge carriers, causing them
to liberate more carriers, creating a cascading avalanche. The carriers move to the
terminals of the diode, inducing a current.

Figure 10. Photon detection efficiency as a function of overvoltage15.
The generation and transport of the charge carriers from the depletion region to the
terminals of the device define the rise time of the current pulse. The variation in rise
time is mostly determined by the avalanche buildup time for carriers that interact within
the active depletion region. This is the drift time, and it is improved by increasing the
electric field within this region. The tail in the rise time distribution is from minority
carriers diffusing from the neutral region beneath the junction to the depletion region16.
This is the diffusion time.
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The response time of the avalanche current, or the transit time for a carrier across
the depletion region, is calculated as
t drift =

Wdepletion
v sat

= 10 ps ,

(11)

where Wdepletion is the thickness of the depletion region, assumed to be 1 mm17; and vsat is
the saturation velocity of electrons, 107 cm/sec18. At lower electric fields when the
velocity is not saturated, the velocity is calculated as vdrift = m E. The mobility of electrons at 300 K is 1400 cm2/V s18. The applied voltage, V, can be assumed to drop across
the depletion region, so the electric field, E, is V/Wdepletion. For a thickness of 1 mm, the
velocity saturates around 72 V.
The diffusion time of electrons across the neutral region is defined as
t diffusion =

Wneutral_dr ift
Dπ 2

2

[sec] ,

(12)

where Wdrift is the neutron drift region thickness, assumed to be between 5 and 10 mm17,
D is the diffusion coefficient for electrons, the minority carrier, and is equal to 20
cm2/s19. For drift region thicknesses of 5 and 10 mm, the diffusion time is equal to 0.8
and 3.4 ns, respectively, which contributes significantly more to the avalanche time than
the drift time.
These calculations show that the avalanche is largely characterized by location of
the photon interaction. Figure 12 shows the doping profile of an SSPM. When a photon
interacts in the n+ region, electrons will be collected, and holes will travel across the
high-field avalanche region, or depletion region, where they liberate additional electronhole pairs to generate the avalanche. Electrons drift toward the cathode, and holes drift
toward the anode, shown in Figure 12. Holes have a smaller probability than electrons
of generating an avalanche, which reduces the quantum efficiency. Therefore, the n+
region is referred to as the dead layer. Interactions within the p regions have a higher
probability of generating an avalanche; when a photon is absorbed in the p+ region, the
holes will be collected, and the electrons will generate the avalanche. The photodetection efficiency is, therefore, higher for shorter wavelengths, as these photons interact
deeper within the silicon in the depletion region.
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Figure 11. Geometry and doping profile of an SSPM diode12.

N-SIDE

P-SIDE

Figure 12. The electric field profile through the thickness of a SSPM illustrating
the differences in photon absorption location versus wavelength17.
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The final contribution to the rise time is the discharge of the space charge in the silicon, which dominates after the avalanche build-up.

The time constant, tdischarge,

represents the discharge of the silicon space charge and is calculated as
τ discharge = R d C d .

(13)

The pre-breakdown state of the diode can be described as a charged capacitor, the
junction capacitance, Cd, in series with the quenching resistance. When an avalanche is
initiated, the system can then be modeled as the diode capacitance in series with the
diode resistance, on the order of 1 kW. The diode resistance represents both the neutral
regions inside the silicon and the space charge resistance, originally charged to the
overvoltage, Vbias – Vbr. A voltage source, Vbr, is added to represent the voltage to
which the diode drops, described by the discharge time constant20. For a diode capacitance of 25 fF, tdischarge is 25 ps.

2.4 Passive Quenching Model
As the carriers travel to the terminals, more carriers are liberated that sustain the avalanche current. The quenching resistor limits the amount of current available to the
diode. Without this current source, the avalanche is limited by the potential built up
across the diode before the avalanche. As the charge built up across the diode discharges, this potential decreases, and the probability of electron-hole pair generation
decreases. The avalanche current stops increasing when the space charge in the depletion region from generated electron-hole pairs collapses the voltage such that the internal
field is below the avalanche field. The potential drops to the breakdown voltage, Vbr,
shown in Figure 13, which is the voltage when an avalanche of zero current through the
diode can be sustained, or the multiplication factor of electron-hole pair generation
equals unity. The breakdown voltage is better described as a band or region, rather than
a rigid voltage point. The diode current drops, as shown in Figure 13, and when the
current is on the order of 10-20 mA, the fluctuation of carriers will drop to zero and the
avalanche will be quenched20.

15

Figure 13. Voltage and current across the diode as a function of time15.

2.5 Recharging
The resistances and capacitances of the diode determine the recovery time. After the
avalanche, the quenching capacitance recharges almost instantaneously; the potential
across the diode is very close to zero, this capacitance is small, and it is in parallel with
the very large quenching resistance. Thus, the recharging of the diode is first dominated
by that of the quenching RC. The diode capacitance then begins to recharge, defining
the pulse tail. As the voltage builds up across the diode, current flows through the
quenching resistor, and the quenching capacitor will slowly discharge as the voltage
across it changes.

2.6 Extraction of Physical Parameters
The current pulse from the diode can be considered a Dirac delta pulse in time with
charge, Q, that can be expressed as
Q = (Vbias - Vbfr )(Cd + Cq ) .

(14)

This relationship holds true because the time constants of the circuit, dominated by the
capacitance, are longer than those of the avalanche.
The value of the capacitances and breakdown voltage can be extracted using Equation 14. The charge associated with the discharge of a single cell is proportional to the
gain as a function of bias voltage. The charge generated in an avalanche is the time
integral of the current. Current is the voltage measured over a resistor. Plotting bias
voltage versus the charge, the slope of the curve provides Cd + Cq. Extrapolating to the

16

y-intercept provides the breakdown voltage, the point where the gain would equal zero21.
These capacitances act in parallel. The quenching capacitance is immediately recharged
due to the large Rq. Once Cq is fully recharged, Cd begins to recharge. As the voltage
across Cq changes, Cq will discharge in parallel with Cd.
The quenching resistor value can be extracted by forward biasing the diode8. The
slope of the forward IV curve is equal to the transconductance. Taking the reciprocal
gives the total resistance, Rq_tot, which is equal to

R q_tot =

Rq
n

,

where Rc is the quenching resistance of one cell, and n is the number of cells.
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(15)

3. Method of Procedure
SSPMs events are triggered using a pulsed laser with an intensity such that only a few
cells fire for each event. Pulse waveforms are acquired with a digital oscilloscope. The
SSPM is mounted in a low noise aluminum box with a 1-mm diameter hole for the laser.
All data is taken at room temperature.
Pulse waveforms are first acquired with and without a preamplifier to determine the
effect of the preamplifier on pulse shape. The preamplifier increases the SSPM signal
above the noise; intrinsic noise of the oscilloscope noise is 1 mA. Pulse shapes are
compared, and it is found that the preamplifier has some shaping effect. Data is acquired
with 1 GHz or 150 MHz oscilloscope bandwidth. With 1 GHz bandwidth, high frequency noise is integrated into the signal. Although 150 MHz bandwidth filters the
noise, the pulse shape is slightly changed, so all data is acquired at 1 GHz
The 1x1 mm2 devices are characterized without a preamplifier. The 3x3 mm2 devices are characterized with a preamplifier; because of their larger area and higher
capacitance, these devices have more dark noise and smaller cell pulse amplitudes in the
range of 50 to 200 mV. The true signal amplitude for the bigger devices is obtained by
dividing the data taken with the preamplifier by the preamplifier gain. The pulse shape
is obtained by increasing the laser intensity so that the signal is above the baseline noise
without using the preamplifier.
The offset of the pulse is estimated using the first 100 data points of every pulse,
and it is used to set the baseline to zero. The maximum amplitude of each pulse is
histogrammed. The histogram has peaks and valleys according to the number of cells
that fired for each event. The spacing of the peaks defines the gain of one cell. Data is
taken over a range of voltages from near the breakdown voltage to a voltage when
spontaneously breakdown begins to dominate. The optimum bias voltage is defined as
that with the maximum signal-to-noise ratio and before excessive spontaneously breakdown.
An electrical model is developed in SPICE to first simulate the 1 mm2 SSPM response in both pulse shape and amplitude. Parameters are extracted based on extracted
values from the experimental data as described in Section 2.6. The breakdown voltage is
extracted by plotting the gain as a function of voltage. The gain, in coulombs, is calcu18

lated by integrating the voltage pulse over time and dividing by the equivalent resistance. The cell capacitance is extracted using Q=CV. The quenching resistance is
extracted by forward-biasing the diode; the inverse slope of the current versus the
voltage is the equivalent resistance of the diode. The avalanche is simulated using a
switch, and the timing of the switch is determined by the current through the diode. The
model is then compared to 3x3 mm2 SSPM measurements to both validate the model and
understand the effects of increasing SSPM size on pulse shape.
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4. Materials and Apparatus
4.1 SSPMs
SSPMs are 1x1 mm2 and 3x3 mm2 Multi-Pixel Photon Counter devices from
Hamamatsu with 25 mm cell size12, shown in Figure 14. The geometry of the devices is
shown in Figure 15.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14. SSPM 25 um devices: (a) 1 mm (b) 1 mm cell array (c) 3 mm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. SSPM 25 mm cells with quenching resistor for (a) 1 mm and (b) 3 mm
devices.
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4.2 Measurement Circuit
The general experimental circuit used to test the both SSPMs is shown in Figure 16. An
RC filter between the voltage and diode decouples fluctuations in the bias voltage and
cable capacitance and inductance from the rest of the measurement circuit. The oscilloscope is terminated to 50 ohms. An additional 1 kW resistor is added in parallel for all
experiments to convert current to voltage although it is only need when using voltage
sensitive preamplifier. This additional resistor decreases the signal amplitude slightly.

Figure 16. Experimental circuit. The quenching resistor is included as part of the
SSPM.

4.3 Experiments
A NanoLED Laser, model 05A, is used to generate optical photons that interact with the
SSPM. The laser has a maximum intensity of 30 mW, peak wavelength of 455 nm, and
pulse duration of 0.8 to 1.4 ns FWHM22. Neutral density filters are use to attenuate the
beam so that an average of one or two photons interact in each event. A neutral density
filter of 5 attenuates the signal by a factor of 10-0.5 or 0.32. The amplitude from one cell
is a few millivolts for a 1 mm2 SSPM and hundreds of microvolts for a 3x3 mm2 SSPM.
The amplitude is less for the 3x3mm2 SSPM due to a larger quenching resistor as is
discussed in Section 5.2.2.
A Tektronix TDS5104B digital phosphor oscilloscope is used to acquire pulse
waveforms.

The bandwidth is 1 GHz with a sampling rate of 1 GS/s. The data is

acquired with a division of 200 picoseconds per point for a total of 4000 data points per
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pulse. For each trial, 40,000 waveforms are captured. The pulse is triggered using a
sync/trigger from the laser with a frequency of 2 kHz. It is assumed that the laser pulse
is significantly shorter than the time response of the SSPM and that the frequency is low
enough that the SSPM recovers fully between events.
All measurements are performed with the SSPM in a light-tight aluminum box to
reduce noise. A 1-mm diameter hole in the box allows the beam to pass.

A Mini-

Circuits ZX-60 4016E preamplifier is used to amplify the pulses. This amplifier has a
wide bandwidth from 20 MHz to 4 GHz23. The wide bandwidth is good for timing. The
1-kW resistor, which converts the current to a voltage, filters some of high frequency
signal. When possible, measurements are taken without the amplifier to limit distortion
of the pulse shape and in order to measure and analyze the raw signal response of the
device. Figure 17 shows the setup of the experimental measurements with and without
the preamplifier.

Voltage
Supply

Test Box
with SSPM

Voltage
Supply

Laser

Signal Out

Test Box
with SSPM

Laser

Signal Out

1 kW resistor
to ground

1 kW resistor
to ground

Preamp

Oscilloscope
terminated to 50 W

Oscilloscope
terminated to 50 W

(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Experimental measurement setup (a) without preamplifier (b) with
preamplifier.
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4.4 Modeling
PSPICE, student version 9.1, is used to electrically simulate the SSPM circuit to reproduce both pulse shape and amplitude. The model diagram is shown in Figure 34. Each
cell is composed of the following components. The quenching resistor is in parallel with
the quenching capacitance. A capacitor simulates the charge buildup across the silicon
diode and is in parallel with the diode resistor. The effect of each of the resistors and
inductors is described in Section 2.5. The avalanche is modeled using switches; one
switch closes to initiate the avalanche and another opens to end it and allow the cell to
recharge. When the switch closes, the diode capacitor acts in series with the diode
resistance and a voltage source that represents the breakdown potential. The time when
the second switch closes is determined by the current through the diode.
Before the electrical model of the microcells, there is an RC filter, which is required
experimentally to decouple the cable and high voltage from the measurement circuit.
After the microcells, there is an inductor and capacitor to ground for parasitic RC
components of the circuit. The resistors to ground represent the termination of the
oscilloscope and the additional 1 kW resistor required when using the preamplifier.
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5. Results
Data is taken with the 1 mm2 SSPM, and results are compared to those from the electrical model. Model parameters are extracted or estimated from data sheets. Experimental
results for the 3x3 mm2 device are then compared to the model. The effects of bias
voltage and overvoltage on pulse shape are investigated. The effects of increasing diode
area are also explored.

5.1 1x1 mm2 Devices
5.1.1 Experimental Results
Experimental data is acquired over a range of applied voltages. For each bias voltage,
digital waveforms are captured, shown in Figure 18 for 71.1 and 71.7 V. The maximum
amplitude of each pulse is histogrammed, shown in Figure 19. As the bias voltage is
increased, the pulse amplitude increases because more cells are firing. The histogram
tells the number of cells firing for each event as well as the cell gain. As the voltage is
increased, the distribution of cells firing per event broadens and shifts to higher values.
Cell gain is constant for a given applied voltage. From the histogram, events with the
same number of firing cells are grouped and averaged to form a single pulse. Figure 20
shows the division of all pulses into groups based on the number of cells firing, and
Figure 21 shows the averaged pulses.
The averaged pulses are normalized in Figure 22 to show that the shape of the pulse
does not change with the number of cells that fire for low light detection levels. The tail
of the pulses appears to increase for increasing bias voltage, shown in Figure 23, which
is caused from afterpulsing in the waveforms, or a release of traps in the multiplication
region that can retrigger avalanche breakdown24.
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Figure 18. Pulse waveforms captured with the digital oscilloscope at an applied
voltage of (a) 71.1 V and (b) 71.9 V.
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Figure 19. Histogram of cell pulse amplitudes and division into number of firing
cells at a bias voltage of (a) 71.1 V and (b) 71.9 V.
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Figure 20. Division of all pulses into groups based on the number of cells firing at a
bias voltage of 71.9 V.
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Figure 21. Averaging of pulses after binning based on number of cells firing in the
event at a bias voltage of 71.9 V.
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Figure 22. Normalization of all pulses at a bias voltage of 71.9 V, showing that
pulse shape does not change with the number of firing cells.
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Figure 23. Normalization of pulses for 2 cells firing to compare the pulse shape as a
function of applied voltage or overvoltage.
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Figure 24. Increasing signal-to-noise ratio with increasing bias voltage.
The signal, or gain, increases with increasing bias voltage because the number of
firing cells increases. The signal-to-noise ratio also increases with increasing voltage,
shown in Figure 24. The signal is the peak in the histogram of pulse amplitudes, and the
noise is the amplitude of the valley before the peak. The ratio is also a function of the
average intensity and is expected to improve when the number of pixels is large. The
ratio of signal-to-noise must be plotted because the signal and noise levels are dependent
on the distribution of pulses acquired, and the signal-to-noise ratio is independent of this.
It is shown that the signal increases faster than the noise for increasing bias voltage.
Therefore, the optimum applied voltage is not limited by the dark current but by the
spontaneous breakdown of the device.

5.1.2 Preamplifier Characterization
The pulse waveform is compared for different bandwidths and also with and without a
preamplifier at a bias voltage of 71.5 V. The preamplifier amplifies the signal above the
noise, improving signal to noise ratio and resolution of pulse amplitudes. The raw signal
waveforms for full and 150 MHz bandwidth are shown in Figure 25; events with different number of cells firing can clearly be distinguished. Histograms are shown in Figure
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26. The gain of the preamplifier is calculated by averaging the pulse amplitude for four
firing cells with and without the preamplifier. Average waveforms are shown in Figure
27. The gain is 11.3 for 1 GHz bandwidth and 10.7 for 150 MHz bandwidth data.
The benefit of bandwidth limiting the data is that the high frequency noise is filtered, giving more differentiation between pulse amplitudes as a function of the number
of cells that fired. The disadvantage is that there is distortion of the raw signal from the
diode, shown in Figure 28. The preamplifier also has an effect on the pulse shape,
shown in Figure 29 in the shortening of the tail of the pulse. Pulse magnitudes have
been normalized. The preamplifier signal is also corrected for a 1.25 ns delay in signal
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Figure 25. Preamplifier pulse waveforms for (a) 1 GHz bandwidth and (b) 150
MHz bandwidth.
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Figure 26. Preamplifier histograms for (a) 1 GHz bandwidth and (b) 150 MHz
bandwidth.
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Figure 27. Comparison of averaged pulse waveforms for (a) without and (b) with
the preamplifier.
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Figure 28. Comparison of 1 GHz and 150 MHz bandwidths for signals (a) without
and (b) with the preamplifier for 0, 2, and 4 cells firing.
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Figure 29. Comparison of pulse shapes with and without the preamplifier for 0, 2,
and 4 cells firing at (a) 1 GHz bandwidth and (b) 150 MHz bandwidth.

5.1.3 Parameter Extraction
Data is acquired over a range of bias voltages from near the breakdown voltage to when
spontaneously breakdown in the diode begins to dominate the response. The breakdown
voltage is estimated two ways. The first is by simply observing the voltage at which cell
avalanches are detected on the oscilloscope, and it is found to be approximately 68.5 V.
Comparing to an extracted breakdown voltage, it is found that the actual breakdown
voltage is approximately one volt less than the observed voltage. It is expected that
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pulses would not be visible on the oscilloscope until the diode is biased slightly above
breakdown. The second method to extract the breakdown voltage is to plot the bias
voltage versus the gain of the diode. The y-intercept of a linear fit to the data is the
breakdown voltage, when the gain of the diode would theoretically be zero. The gain or
charge is calculated by integrating the signal over time and dividing by the equivalent
resistance to convert to charge in a unit of Coulombs,

ò
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t _ end

Gain or Charge [C] =

V dt

æ
1
1 ö÷
ç
+
ç 1000 W 50 W ÷
è
ø

-1

.

To find the uncertainty in breakdown voltage, the uncertainty in charge is calculated
by integrating over many pulses, taking the standard deviation, and propagating the
error. The charge is first integrated over the window from 26 to 60 ns shown in Figure
30. The plot of bias voltage versus gain is shown in Figure 31. Extrapolating linearly to
a charge of zero results in a breakdown voltage of 69.9 V. This value is overestimated
due to some after pulses after the main pulse in the integration window. Integrating over
the first half of the pulse, from 26 to 30 ns, results in a lower breakdown voltage of 68.3
V, shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 30. Charge integration windows to obtain collected charge.
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Figure 31. Extracting the breakdown voltage by plotting bias voltage versus the
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Figure 32. Extracting the breakdown voltage by integrating the first half of the
pulse.
The quenching and diode capacitances can then be extracted using

C=

Vbias

Q
69.7
=
= 19.4 pF ,
- Vbreakdown 71.9 - 68.3
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where Q is 69.7 ± 33.1 C for a bias voltage of 71.9 V, and Vbreakdown is taken to be 68.3
V. The large uncertainty is due to the large pulse-to-pulse variation within the grouping
of pulses based on number of cells firing. The capacitance of Cquenching + Cdiode is calculated to be 19.4 pF. Because these parameters can not be extracted independently, there
is a degree of freedom on what their values are in the model to obtain the best fit pulse.
The SSPM is forward biased is extract the quenching resistance. The current versus
the voltage is plotted in Figure 33. The quenching resistance is equal to the slope of the
linear region. For the 1 mm2 diode and 25 mm cell size, there are 1600 cells. Using

R q_total =

Rq

1

= 0.0088 = 113.6 W ,
n
1600

where Rq_total = 1/0.0088 = 113.6 W and n = 1600, the quenching resistance, Rq, of one
cell is 181.8 kW.
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Figure 33. Extraction of diode equivalent resistance by forward biasing the diode.

5.1.4 Electrical Model Validation
Extracted parameters for quenching resistance and capacitance and diode capacitance are
compared to those input into the model, shown in Figure 34. The breakdown voltage is
taken to be 67.7 V. The model is validated by comparing the modeled pulse shapes to
experimental data for three cells undergoing avalanche breakdown. The pulse shapes are
compared through rise time, peak amplitude, and fall time, which are determined by the
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time constants of the circuit. The change of voltage or potential across the diode is
plotted, along with the current through the diode.

Figure 34. Electrical model for 1 mm2 SSPM with calculated parameters for one
firing cell and the remaining cells represented as an equivalent circuit.

5.1.4.1 Pulse Shape – Number of Cells Firing
The pulse shape is compared in Figure 35 between the modeled solid lines and experimental solid lines at a bias voltage of 71.7 V. The same pulse shape for multiple cell
triggers shows that every cell has the same response.
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Figure 35. Comparison of modeled and experimental pulse shapes for different
number of cells firing at a bias voltage of 71.1 V.

5.1.4.2 Avalanche and Quenching
During an avalanche, the voltage across the diode drops to the breakdown voltage,
shown in Figure 36. As the potential decreases to the breakdown voltage, the number of
charge carriers generated in the avalanche decreases, so the current also decreases,
shown in Figure 37. When the probability to generate new carriers becomes small, the
avalanche is no longer self-sustaining, and the current drops to zero. The switch then
closes and the cell begins to recharge. It is possible that the voltage across the diode
may drop below the breakdown voltage, due to the space charge in the depletion region.
This effect is not included in the modeling.
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Figure 36. Voltage (Vm) across the diode as a function of time.
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Figure 37. Current (Idiode) through diode as a function of time.

5.1.4.3 Pulse Shape – Overvoltage
The effect of overvoltage on pulse shape and magnitude is investigated. The gain of the
devices increases with overvoltage, shown in Figure 38(a). The voltage and current are
shown in Figure 38(b). The modeled and experimental pulses are in good agreement at
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lower bias voltages, as shown for 71.1 V. As the voltage is increased, the tail of the
experimental pulse is much higher; this is the result of after pulses in the data and is not
the real response from a single cell. When the collected waveforms are averaged to form
a single pulse, the individual after pulses are collectively seen as an higher tail.
With constant switch timing, it is found that the amplitude of the modeled pulse
does not increase as much as the experimental pulses do as the bias voltage increases.
As the bias voltage increases, the potential across the diode is initially greater, so it takes
longer for the current to drop to where it is no longer self-sustaining. Because the
avalanche duration increases with increasing overvoltage, the switch should remain open
longer at higher bias voltages in the model. Modifying the switch timing so that the
switch closes when the current reaches a constant value for all bias voltages, the total
charge collected from the avalanche is greater, thus increasing the amplitude of the
output pulse of the model so that it more matches that of the experimental pulses.
The increase in switching time is found to be exponential, shown in Figure 39, due
to the exponential tailing of the current. The pulse amplitudes correlate well, shown in
Figure 40 (a). The cutoff current is assumed to be approximately 25 uA, near previously
reported quenching current values20. The voltage across and current through the diode
as a function of time are shown in Figure 40(b). The tail of the pulse is slightly longer
for increasing voltage, as it requires more time to recharge to the higher pre-breakdown
state.
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Figure 38. For increasing bias voltage and constant switch timing, comparison of
experimental and modeled (a) pulses for increasing bias voltage and (b) voltage
across (Vm) and current through the diode.
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Figure 40. For increasing bias voltage and modified constant switch timing, comparison of experimental and modeled (a) pulses for increasing bias voltage and (b)
voltage across (Vm) and current through the diode.

5.1.4.4 Time Constants
The time constants of the SSPM govern the diode recovery. The quenching resistance
mostly affects the magnitude of the pulse. The quenching capacitance also affects the
magnitude of the pulse and also the speed of response and the first part of the tail. The
diode capacitance of the cell firing affects the middle and end parts of the tail. The
equivalent cell diode capacitance mostly affects the end part of the tail.
The equivalent capacitance, Cquenching and Cdiode, in the model matches well with that
extracted. The diode and quenching capacitances are 30 pF, and the quoted terminal
capacitance is 35 fF25. Some variation is expected between devices due to variations in
silicon wafers.

5.1.4.5 Inductance
The inductor smoothes and slows the initial response of the pulse. This is hypothesized
to be the result of the RC time constant of between the bias voltage cable and SSPM. A
1 nF capacitor is added in parallel with the 220 nF capacitor, as the large capacitor has a
slow response in comparison to the fast discharge of the SSPM cell. The response of the
SSPM with this smaller capacitor is approximately one nanosecond faster. An even
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smaller capacitor would have an even faster response, shown in Figure 41. Although the
cable has inductance and capacitance, these do not affect the timing of the pulses, which
are much faster than the time constant of the cable, as shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 41. Comparison of SSPM rise time for different HV decoupling capacitors.
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Figure 42. Comparison of output signals read with and without a 50 Ohm coaxial
cable.
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5.2 3x3 mm2 Device
The 3x3 mm2 device is characterized using the same procedure as for the 1 mm2 device.
The components of the model are unchanged; parameters are only changed to reflect
those extracted from the measurement data. Measured and modeled data are compared
and used to validate the model and consider the implications of increasing diode area on
device response.
5.2.1 Experimental Results
The 3x3 mm2 SSPMs are tested at bias voltages from 69 to 71 V. Data is first taken with
the preamplifier. The laser pulse is attenuated so that only one or a few number of cells
fire for each event, shown in Figure 43. The peak amplitudes of the pulses are histogrammed in Figure 44, and pulses are grouped according to the number of cells firing for
the event. Averaged pulses for each grouping are shown in Figure 45. Figure 46 shows
pulses with three cells firing for a range of bias voltages. The pulses are normalized to
the same amplitude in Figure 47, showing that the shape does not change for small
numbers of cells firing. The pulses are corrected to account for the gain of the preamplifier to obtain the actual amplitude from the SSPM and are shown in Figure 48. The
amplitude of the response from a single cell is less for the larger device, on the order of
hundreds of millivolts, due to the parasitic capacitance of the other cells and also from a
larger quenching resistor.
The preamplifier distorts the pulse shape, so data is acquired without the preamplifier and with a stronger laser pulse. The raw pulse waveforms are shown in Figure 49.
The number of cells firing for each event cannot be distinguished. The waveforms for
each bias voltage are averaged to obtain one pulse. The pulses for one to five cells firing
are scaled to the correct pulse amplitude using the amplitude of the gain-corrected
preamplifier data and are shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 43. Raw acquired single pulse waveforms with the preamplifier for a bias
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Figure 45. Averaged pulses with the preamplifier for 0 to 6 cells firing for a bias
voltage of 70.5 V.
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Figure 46. Averaged pulses with the preamplifier for different bias voltages for
three cells firing.
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Figure 47. Normalization of pulses for 3 cells firing to compare the pulse shape as a
function of applied voltage.
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Figure 48. Averaged pulses with the preamplifier for different bias voltages for
three cells firing that are corrected for the gain of the preamplifier.
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Figure 49. Averaged pulses (raw data) acquired without the preamplifier and with
a strong laser pulse.
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Figure 50. Averaged pulses acquired without the preamplifier normalized to the
true SSPM output magnitude.
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Figure 51. Increasing Signal-to-Noise ratio with increasing bias voltage from
preamplifier data.
The signal-to-noise ratio is calculated from the preamplifier data and is shown in
Figure 51. The signals are the peak values in the histogram, and the noise is the amplitude of the valley before the peak. The ratio is seen to increase for increasing bias
voltage. Considering the trade-off between increasing SNR and increasing dark current
with overvoltage, the optimum bias voltage is taken to be 70.5 V.

5.2.2 Parameter Extraction
Integration of the current gives estimates of the breakdown voltage as well as the total
cell capacitance. The corrected data that represents the true amplitude of the SSPM
pulse is integrated as voltage over time to get the total charge of the pulse. The variation
in charge is smaller than for the 1 mm device because the variation in pulse amplitudes
is small and the original pulse scaling is well above the noise. The afterpulsing is also to
small to be seen. For any event, there may be a few cells that spontaneously break
down, but these fall within the noise when the amplitude is on the order of millivolts.
The charge versus the bias voltage is plotted in Figure 52, and the breakdown voltage is
calculated to be 67.9 V. Observing the breakdown voltage on the oscilloscope, pulses
are visible around 68.1 V.
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The quenching and diode capacitances are extracted. The charge, Q, is 52.3 ± 2.2 C
for a bias voltage of 70.5 V. The breakdown voltage is taken to be 67.6 V, as this is the
value later shown to match in the model. The capacitance of Cq + Cd is calculated to be
18.0 pF. The capacitances are kept equal to 5 pF for Cq and 25 pF for Cd, from the 1x1
mm2 model, as the device geometry is similar, and it is not expected that they would be
dramatically different.
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Figure 52. Total charge integrated for a signal pulse over a range of bias voltages.
Extrapolating the data to zero estimates the diode breakdown voltage.
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Figure 53. Extraction of diode equivalent resistance by forward biasing the diode.
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The diode is forward biased to extract the quenching resistance. Figure 53 shows the
collected IV data and the curve fit to the linear portion. Multiplying the inverse slope by
the number of cells gives the quenching resistance,
2

2

æ 1 ö æ diode size ö æ 1 ö æ 3 mm ö
14400
÷÷ ç
R q = çç
÷÷ =
= 249.6 kW .
÷ =ç
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0.0577
è slope ø è cell size ø è 0.0577 ø è 25 mm ø

5.2.3 Electrical Model Comparison
The electrical model that was validated with the 1 mm2 device is tested against the 3x3
mm2 device. Appropriate parameters are modified to represent the values extracted from
3x3 mm2 data, shown in Figure 54. The quenching resistor is modified to 250 kW, and
the breakdown voltage is modified to 67.6 V. The diode and quenching capacitances are
kept constant. The pulse shapes and voltage and current of the diode are compared.
Differences in pulse shape are considered and explored.

Figure 54. Electrical model for 3x3 mm2 SSPM with calculated parameters for one
firing cell and the remaining cells represented as an equivalent circuit.
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5.2.3.1 Pulse Shape – Overvoltage
The SSPM is simulated with one cell firing, and the remaining 14399 cells are grouped
as an equivalent circuit. The experimental data to which the modeled results are compared is the data acquired without the preamplifier that has been scaled to the actual
amplitude of the response from the device. The model and experimental data are compared in Figure 55. The model follows the shape of the experimental pulses except for
some small differences in pulse shape that shift with bias voltage. For a voltage of 69 V,
the pulses follow closely over the rise time and first part of the tail. The second part of
the tail is slower for the model. As the bias voltage increases, the differences between
the pulse shapes shift to the rise time and first and middle parts of the tail. For a voltage
of 71 V, the model has a slower rise time and a faster decay over the first part of the tail
in comparison to experimental data. The final tail of the pulse matches well for all
voltages. Unlike for the 1mm2 data, the 3x3 mm2 does not show afterpulsing; there are
many cells firing in each event so the after pulses from a few cells are not visible in the
pulse.
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Figure 55. Comparison of 3x3 mm2 SSPM experimental and modeled pulses.
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5.2.3.2 Avalanche and Quenching
The switch timing is changed so that it always closes when the current reaches the
quenching current of 25 mA. The voltage across the diode and the current through the
diode are shown in Figure 56. The current reaches the quenching value before the
asymptotical part of the curve, so the switch timing does not change much over the range
of bias voltages; the switch opens at 2.12 ns at 69 V and 2.16 ns at 71 V.
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Figure 56. Voltage across the diode and current through the diode.

5.2.3.3 Time Constants
The differences in pulse shape with bias voltage are explored. It is hypothesized that the
bigger diode behaves differently due to extra capacitance and inductance. The experimental pulse shape may also be different from the model because the model is
simulating one cell firing, where as the experimental data is actually a pulse with many
cells firing that is scaled to the amplitude of one cell.
The SPICE model is limited by the number of cells that can be connected in parallel
to simulate many cells firing. One way to simulate this is to modify the model so that all
of the cells avalanche but one. This is implemented so that the equivalent cell circuit
fires. The output pulse is divided by 14399 in order to compare it to experimental data
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in Figure 57. The amplitude of the modeled pulses is larger. It is expected that the pulse
amplitude would be the same for the model with one cell firing or the model with 14399
cells firing and the amplitude divided by 14399. It is suspected this is because there is
less parasitic capacitance when more cells are firing. When more cells are firing, the
diode capacitance is active in the response instead of being a parasitic capacitance. With
less parasitic capacitance, the signal amplitude increases. Therefore, the gain changes
with the number of cells that fire. This means the gain would change with bias voltage if
the number of cells firing is not help constant, since the probability of avalanche increases with bias voltage. The gain is not seen to change in the preamplifier data
because the number of cells firing is maintained at only a few cells as the voltage is
increased.
The shape of the model with 14399 cells firing also changes slightly, as shown in
Figure 58. The trend of the flattening of the tail in the model with increased number of
cells firing is consistent with that observed experimentally. The experimental pulses are
normalized to the same height to compare differences in pulse shape as the bias voltage
is increased, as shown in Figure 59. The differences in the time constants of the pulse
tail may be due to an increased number of cells firing at higher bias voltage. Table I
shows the calculation of number of cells firing; the number of cells firing increases with
increasing bias voltage. To calculate the number of cells firing, the raw signal amplitude
obtained with the strong laser and without the preamplifier is divided by the actual
SSPM signal output for one cell firing. The model with one cell firing most closely
matches the experimental response for 69 V, which is the voltage with the fewest
number of cells firing. As the bias voltage is increased, more cells fire, and the experimental pulse shape changes, particularly in the middle of the tail. The model is modified
so that 100 cells fire and 14299 cells are standing by to see if it matches more closely to
the experimental data with 50 to 100 cells firing as is calculated. The modeled pulse
shape closely matches that of 14399 cells firing, showing a limitation of the model.
The shape of the middle of the tail of the pulse is dominated by the diode capacitance of firing cells; this time constant increases with increasing diode capacitance. If
the diode capacitance is increased for firing and standby cells, the time constant is
increased for both the middle and final parts of the tail. The effect of increasing the
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diode capacitance is shown in Figure 60. The peak of the pulse is also controlled by the
diode capacitance, and it is also controlled by the overvoltage and quenching resistor and
capacitance. The effects of changing overvoltage and quenching resistor are also shown
in Figure 60. The final portion of the tail is dominated by the parasitic capacitance.
The difference in overvoltage is further explored in the model. It is found that the
pulse response is the same regardless of how the overvoltage is changed; increasing the
bias voltage has the same effect as decreasing the breakdown voltage, shown in Figure
61.
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Figure 57. Comparison of simulated 14399 cells firing to experimental data.
Simulated data is divided by 14399 to compare to experimental data of one cell
firing.
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Figure 58. Comparison of modeled number of cells firing to experiment.
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Figure 59. Comparison of normalized experimental pulse shapes with increasing
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Table I. Calculation of Number of Cells Firing with Increasing Bias Voltage.
Bias
Voltage

Actual SSPM Amplitude (mV)
(gain-corrected preamplifier data)

Raw Pulse Amplitude (mV)
(strong laser data)

Number of Cells
Firing

69 V

0.0591

3.2

54

70 V

0.0992

8.2

83

71 V

0.1359

14.4

106

0.1
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increase Cq

Amplitude (mV)
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Figure 60. Effect of changing model parameters on pulse shape; increase Cq to 10
fF, Cd to 50 fF, decrease Vbr to 67.1 V.
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Figure 61. Comparison of different over voltages from changing breakdown and
bias voltages.
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6. Conclusions
An electrical model is developed in SPICE to simulate, validate, and predict the response
of SSPMs and enable further understanding and development of these detectors. Passive
components are used to simulate the time constants of the response. The avalanche is
modeled using a voltage source and switch, which allows for more accurate and intuitive
modeling of the device behavior. Model parameters are related to the physics of the
device, and values are extracted based on experimental measurements. An RC circuit
shields the effects of the voltage cable, and an LC circuit at the readout accounts for
effects of the measurement setup.
The model is developed and validated using a 1x1 mm2 device. Experimental and
modeled pulses are compared. The switch timing in the model is adjusted with increasing bias voltage so that the switch always closes when the diode current reaches the
latching current. The pulse amplitudes are in agreement for pulses at different bias
voltages and with different numbers of cells firing. The pulse rise time and decay times
are also in agreement. The decay times of the experimental pulses appear slower for
higher bias voltages, but this is a result of afterpulsing in the diode and not from the
response of a single cell.
A 3x3 mm2 device is used to demonstrate the predictive capabilities of the model.
The model parameters are updated to reflect those extracted from the 3x3 mm2 device.
All other parameters are kept constant. The experimental and modeled pulses are mostly
in agreement. Small differences in pulse rise time, amplitude, and fall time are hypothesized to be the effect of larger diode area as well as the result of the variation in number
of cells firing on time constants. With the validated model, the properties of the readout
signal of an SSPM can be investigated as a function of bias voltage, readout circuit, and
device design and geometry.
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7. Appendix – MATLAB Code – Analyze Data Files
function [m_data, t2, start, finish, spacing, SNR, cell_amp, charge] = analyze3(filename,filenum)
%% Load in Data
fprintf('\nload in file: %s\n',datestr(clock))
load(filename); fprintf('%s\n',filename);
data3D = reshape(y, 500, length(y)/500);
many = size(data3D,2);
fprintf('file loaded: %s\n',datestr(clock))

%% Define Pulse Start and End
% 1mm preamp comparison
start = 120; finish = 225;
% 3 mm preamp final
start = 105; finish = 250;
% 3 mm nopreamp weak laser
start = 95; finish = 400;

%% Plot Raw Pulse Waveforms
offset = mean(mean(data3D(1:start-10,:)));
factor = -1000;
if offset>0
data3d = (data3D-abs(offset) ) * factor;
else
data3d = (data3D+abs(offset) ) * factor;
end
clear data3D

% average offset for ALL waveforms
% flip polarity, convert to mV

figure(1); hold on; set(gca,'fontsize',20); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Amplitude
(mV)');
ylim([-1 max(max(data3d))]); xlim([0 100])
for i = 200:400
plot(t2(:)*1e9, data3d(:,i),'b')
% plot pulse waveforms
end
plot(t2(start)*1e9, min(min(data3d)) : .02 : max(max(data3d)))
plot(t2(finish)*1e9, min(min(data3d)) : .02: max(max(data3d)))

%% Play With Data - Pulse Histograms
fprintf('histogram pulses: %s\n',datestr(clock))
sta = start;
fin = finish;
temp1(size(data3d,2),finish-start+1) = 0;
temp2(size(data3d,2),start)
= 0;
spec(1:2, size(data3d,2))
= 0;
base(1:3, size(data3d,2))
= 0;
data3o = data3d;

% initialize for waveform offset

% Histogram Using Pulse Max Amplitude
for k = 1 : many
base(1,k)
= sum(data3d(1:75,k))/75;
% PULSE & NOISE baseline
data3o(:,k) = data3d(:,k) - repmat(base(1,k),size(data3d,1),1); % correct waveform
temp1(k,:) = data3o(start:finish,k);
% peak signal
temp2(k,:) = data3o(1:start,k);
% noise
[amp tmp_m] = max(temp1(k,:));
% subtract baseline from pulse
if tmp_m > 5 && tmp_m < finish-start-5
spec(1,k) = mean( temp1(k,tmp_m-1:tmp_m+1) ) - base(1,k); % peak hist value
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else
spec(1,k) = temp1(k,tmp_m) - base(1,k);
end
spec(2,k)
= mean(temp2(k,:)) - base(1,k);

% peak value when near hist edges

% subtract baseline from noise
end
data3d = data3o;
if filenum > 2 && preamp==1
% non-preamp data
x
= -20:.2:50;
% preamp data
end
h
= hist(spec(1,1:many), x);
hh = hist(spec(2,1:many), x);
figure(2); set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Amplitude (mV)'); ylabel('Count'); hold on
plot(x,h);
% plot pulses
plot(x,hh,'r');
% plot noise
xlim([-.2 x(find(h>0,1,'last'))+1]); ylim([-2 max(h(20:end))*1.1])
legend 'peak amplitude' 'noise'
finish = fin;
start = sta;

%% Plot Pulses for Number Cell Hits, Average, Compare to Theory
% Find "finger valleys"
fprintf('find valleys: %s\n',datestr(clock))
pos=1; neg=0; ind1 = find(x>0,1,'first')+0; ind2 = 0; ind3 = 0; jj=0; i=0;
inc = 3;
for m=1:5
% # valleys to find
while pos==1
if jj < i
pos = 0; neg = 1;
end
ind1 = ind1 + inc;
ind2 = ind1 + inc;
ind3 = ind2 + inc;
i = mean(h(ind1:ind2));
jj = mean(h(ind2:ind3));
end
while neg==1
if jj > i
pos = 1; neg = 0;
val(m) = x(ind2);
% valley location
end
ind1 = ind1 + inc;
ind2 = ind1 + inc;
ind3 = ind2 + inc;
i = mean(h(ind1:ind2));
jj = mean(h(ind2:ind3));
end
end
spacing = mean([val(2)-val(1), val(3)-val(2), val(4)-val(3)]);
if filenum < 3
valley(3) = val(1);
valley(2) = valley(3) - spacing;
valley(1) = valley(2) - spacing;
figure(5); close; figure(5); set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('amplitude (mV)');
ylabel('count'); hold on
plot(x,h); plot(x,hh,'r'); xlim([-1 x(find(h>0,1,'last'))+1]); ylim([0
max(h(5:end))*1.1])
legend 'peak amplitude' 'noise'
plot(valley(1), 0:2:max(h), 'k')
plot(valley(2), 0:2:max(h), 'k')
plot(valley(3), 0:2:max(h), 'k')
for i = 4:10
valley(i) = valley(i-1) + spacing;
plot(valley(i), 0:1:max(h), 'k')
end
else
valley(3) = val(2);
valley(2) = valley(3) - spacing;
valley(1) = valley(2) - spacing;
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figure(5); close; figure(5); set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('amplitude (mV)');
ylabel('count'); hold on
plot(x,h); plot(x,hh,'r'); xlim([-1 x(find(h>0,1,'last'))+1]); ylim([0
max(h(5:end))*1.1])
legend 'peak amplitude' 'noise'
plot(valley(1), 0:2:max(h), 'k')
plot(valley(2), 0:2:max(h), 'k')
plot(valley(3), 0:2:max(h), 'k')
for i = 4:10
valley(i) = valley(i-1) + spacing;
plot(valley(i), 0:1:max(h), 'k')
end
end

%% Find Peak/Valley Ratio to get Signal/Noise Ratio
for i = 1:6
tmp_in = find(x<valley(i+1),1,'last');
% valley = units of mV
noise(i) = min(h(tmp_in-2:tmp_in+2));
% median freq of noise
tmp_nx = find(x<valley(i+2),1,'last');
[max_h(i), max_in(i)] = max(h(tmp_in:tmp_nx));
% limit to next valley
max_in(i) = max_in(i) + tmp_in-1;
% add tmp_in offset back
signal(i) = max(h(max_in(i)-2:max_in(i)+2));
% median freq of signal
end
SNR(1,:) = signal;
SNR(2,:) = noise;
SNR(3,:) = signal./noise;
fprintf('signal-to-noise: %2.2f %2.2f %2.2f %2.2f %2.2f\n', SNR(2:6))

%% Divide Pulses into "Finger Peaks" Based on Above Valleys
% Preallocate variables
fprintf('sort pulses: %s\n',datestr(clock))
pulse1 = []; pulse2 = []; pulse3 = []; pulse4 = []; pulse5 = []; pulse6 = []; pulse7 =
[]; pulse8 = []; pulse9 = [];
t = 1:size(data3d,1); u = many;
data1(t,u/4)=0; data2(t,u/2)=0; data3(t,u/2)=0; data4(t,u/4)=0; data5(t,u/4)=0;
data6(t,u/4)=0; data7(t,u/4)=0; data8(t,u/4)=0;
% Decide which pulse goes where
for i = 1 : many
[disc,in] = max(data3d(start:finish,i));
if valley(1) <= disc && disc < valley(2);
data1(:,length(pulse1)) = data3d(:,i);
elseif valley(2) <= disc && disc < valley(3);
data2(:,length(pulse2)) = data3d(:,i);
elseif valley(3) <= disc && disc < valley(4);
data3(:,length(pulse3)) = data3d(:,i);
elseif valley(4) <= disc && disc < valley(5);
data4(:,length(pulse4)) = data3d(:,i);
elseif valley(5) <= disc && disc < valley(6);
data5(:,length(pulse5)) = data3d(:,i);
elseif valley(6) <= disc && disc < valley(7);
data6(:,length(pulse6)) = data3d(:,i);
elseif valley(7) <= disc && disc < valley(8);
data7(:,length(pulse7)) = data3d(:,i);
elseif valley(8) <= disc && disc < valley(9);
data8(:,length(pulse8)) = data3d(:,i);
elseif valley(9) <= disc;
end
end
% Trim variables to the correct length
data1 = data1(:,1:length(pulse1));
data2 = data2(:,1:length(pulse2));
data3 = data3(:,1:length(pulse3));
data4 = data4(:,1:length(pulse4));
data5 = data5(:,1:length(pulse5));
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pulse1 = [pulse1 i];
pulse2 = [pulse2 i];
pulse3 = [pulse3 i];
pulse4 = [pulse4 i];
pulse5 = [pulse5 i];
pulse6 = [pulse6 i];
pulse7 = [pulse7 i];
pulse8 = [pulse8 i];
pulse9 = [pulse9 i];

data6 = data6(:,1:length(pulse6));
data7 = data7(:,1:length(pulse7));
data8 = data8(:,1:length(pulse8));
% Plot
figure(6); close; figure(6); hold on; set(gca,'fontsize',20); xlabel('time (ns)');
ylabel('amplitude (mV)');
ylim([min(min(data6)) max(max(data6))*1.05]); xlim([0 t2(finish)*1e9]);
plot(1e9* t2(:), data3d(:,pulse1(1:10)),'r');
plot(1e9* t2(:), data3d(:,pulse2(1:10)),'y');
plot(1e9* t2(:), data3d(:,pulse3(1:10)),'g');
plot(1e9* t2(:), data3d(:,pulse4(1:10)),'b');
plot(1e9* t2(:), data3d(:,pulse5(1:10)),'m');
plot(1e9* t2(:), data3d(:,pulse6(1:10)),'k');
plot(1e9* t2(:), data3d(:,pulse6(1:10)),'k');
plot(1e9* t2(:), data3d(:,pulse7(1:10)),'c');
plot(1e9* t2(:), data3d(:,pulse8(1:10)),'r');

%% Take Average
for j = 1 : 500
m_data(1,j)
m_data(2,j)
m_data(3,j)
m_data(4,j)
m_data(5,j)
m_data(6,j)
m_data(7,j)
m_data(8,j)
end

of Pulses in Each Finger Peak
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

mean(data1(j,:));
mean(data2(j,:));
mean(data3(j,:));
mean(data4(j,:));
mean(data5(j,:));
mean(data6(j,:));
mean(data7(j,:));
mean(data8(j,:));

% Plot Averaged Pulses
start2 = start-15;
stop = min( max(start+(finish-start),200) , 250);
stop2 = 400;
figure(7); close; figure(7); hold on; set(gca,'fontsize',20); xlabel('time (ns)');
ylabel('amplitude (mV)');
axis([t2(start)*1e9 t2(stop)*1e9 -.5 ceil(max(max(m_data)))]);
plot(t2(start2:stop2)*1e9, m_data(1,start2:stop2),'r')
plot(t2(start2:stop2)*1e9, m_data(2,start2:stop2),'y')
plot(t2(start2:stop2)*1e9, m_data(3,start2:stop2),'g')
plot(t2(start2:stop2)*1e9, m_data(4,start2:stop2),'b')
plot(t2(start2:stop2)*1e9, m_data(5,start2:stop2),'m')
plot(t2(start2:stop2)*1e9, m_data(6,start2:stop2),'k')
plot(t2(start2:stop2)*1e9, m_data(7,start2:stop2),'c')
plot(t2(start2:stop2)*1e9, m_data(8,start2:stop2),'r')
cell_amp = max(m_data(1:6,:)');
fprintf('cell amplitudes = %2.2f %2.2f %2.2f %2.2f %2.2f %2.2f\n',cell_amp(1:6))

%% Integrate Charge of Individual Pulses (Correct Amplitude of NoPreampData
gain = 1;
% no preamp
cin = 1;
% 1 is 1 cell firing!
equivR = 1 / ((1/1000) + (1/50));
for pn = 1:many/5 %length(data3)
int_v = 0;
for j = start:finish
int_v = int_v + data(cin,j,pn)*(t2(2)-t2(1));
end
chargeL(pn) = int_v / equivR / gain / cin;
end
charge(1) = mean(chargeL);
charge(2) = std(chargeL);
fprintf('charge = %s +/- %s\n\n', charge)
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% for 2 cells firing
% m_data is voltage
% integrate V wrt time
% convert to charge

% *1e12 to get pC, V [mV], t [s]

%% Pulse Normalization
% Normalize Pulses to Same Height To Compare Pulse Shapes
for i = 1:6
m_data_n(i,:) = 1/max(m_data(i,:)) * m_data(i,:);
end
% Plot Normalized Pulses
figure(8);close; figure(8); hold on; set(gca,'fontsize',20); xlabel('time (ns)');
ylabel('amplitude (mV)');
axis([t2(start)*1e9 t2(stop)*1e9 -0.2 ceil(max(max(m_data_n)))*1.1]);
%plot(t2(start:stop)*1e9,m_data_n(1,start:stop),'r')
% don't normalize noise
plot(t2(start:stop)*1e9,m_data_n(2,start:stop),'y')
plot(t2(start:stop)*1e9,m_data_n(3,start:stop),'g')
plot(t2(start:stop)*1e9,m_data_n(4,start:stop),'b')
plot(t2(start:stop)*1e9,m_data_n(5,start:stop),'m')
plot(t2(start:stop)*1e9,m_data_n(6,start:stop),'k')
plot(t2(start:stop)*1e9,m_data_n(7,start:stop),'c')
plot(t2(start:stop)*1e9,m_data_n(8,start:stop),'r')
fprintf('analysis done: %s\n',datestr(clock))
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8. Appendix – MATLAB Code – Analyze Results
%% FILENAMES FOR 1-MM DATA
% load('H:\SSPM_MATLAB\HPK_1mm_1uCap\u1CapData.mat'); t2 = t2*1e9;
filename(1,:) ='H:\HPK_1mm_1uCap\397_69.9_1000R_50Ohm_FullBW_2.mat';
filename(2,:) ='H:\HPK_1mm_1uCap\397_71.1_1000R_50Ohm_FullBW_2.mat';
filename(3,:) ='H:\HPK_1mm_1uCap\397_71.3_1000R_50Ohm_FullBW_2.mat';
filename(4,:) ='H:\HPK_1mm_1uCap\397_71.5_1000R_50Ohm_FullBW_2.mat';
filename(5,:) ='H:\HPK_1mm_1uCap\397_71.7_1000R_50Ohm_FullBW_2.mat';
filename(6,:) ='H:\HPK_1mm_1uCap\397_71.9_1000R_50Ohm_FullBW_2.mat';
filename(7,:) ='H:\HPK_1mm_1uCap\397_72.1_1000R_50Ohm_FullBW_2.mat';
filename(8,:) ='H:\HPK_1mm_1uCap\397_72.3_1000R_50Ohm_FullBW_2.mat';
filename(9,:) ='H:\HPK_1mm_1uCap\397_72.5_1000R_50Ohm_FullBW_2.mat';

%% READ IN FILENAMES
for i = 1:size(filename,1)
fname = filename(i, 1:length(find(isspace(filename(i,:))==0)) );
[m_data(i,:,:), t2(i,:,:), start(i), stop(i), gain(i), SNR(i,:,:), cell_amp(i,:),
charge(i,:,:)] = analyze5(fname, i);
end
%% PARAMS
voltages = (71.1 : 0.2 : 72.3);
v_opt = 71.9;

% 1mm voltage steps data acquired
% 1mm actual bias voltage

voltages = (69.0 : 0.25 : 71.0);
v_opt = 70.5;

% 3mm voltages
% 3mm

bin = 3;
v = 3;
cin = 2;

% bias w/ highest S/N ratio (first m_data index)
% voltage
% analyze pulse where X number of cells fired
(second m_data index)

%% PLOT AVERAGED PULSES FOR GIVEN BIAS VOLTAGE
figure(20); close; figure(20); hold on;
set(gca,'fontsize',20); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Amplitude (mV)');
v=2;
% voltage to plot pulses at
plot(squeeze(t2(4,1,:)), squeeze(m_data(v,8,:)),'or','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(4,1,:)), squeeze(m_data(v,7,:)),'oc','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(4,1,:)), squeeze(m_data(v,6,:)),'ok','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(4,1,:)), squeeze(m_data(v,5,:)),'om','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(4,1,:)), squeeze(m_data(v,4,:)),'ob','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(4,1,:)), squeeze(m_data(v,3,:)),'og','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(4,1,:)), squeeze(m_data(v,2,:)),'oy','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(4,1,:)), squeeze(m_data(v,1,:)),'or','MarkerSize',3)
legend '7 cells' '6 cells' '5 cells' '4 cells' '3 cells' '2 cells' '1 cell' '0 cells’
%% PLOT #CELL PULSES FOR BIAS VOLTAGES
(CAN DETERMINE BREAKDOWN AND NOISE/1 CELL)
figure(21); close; figure(21); hold on;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Amplitude (mV)');
cin = 4;
% #cells firing to plot
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(1,cin,:)),'or','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(2,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(2,cin,:)),'og','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(3,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(3,cin,:)),'oy','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(4,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(4,cin,:)),'ob','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(5,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(5,cin,:)),'om','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(6,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(6,cin,:)),'ok','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(7,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(7,cin,:)),'oc','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(8,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(8,cin,:)),'or','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(9,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(9,cin,:)),'og','MarkerSize',3)
legend '71.1 V' '71.3 V' '71.5 V' '71.7 V' '71.9 V' '72.1 V' '72.3 V'
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%% NORMALIZE TO COMPARE VOLTAGE BIAS VOLTAGES - PULSE SHAPE DIFFERENCES
figure(22); close; figure(22); hold on;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); axis([18 70 -.3 1.1])
cin = 3;
% #cells firing to plot
for i = 2:size(filename,1)
m(i,:) = 1/max(m_data(i,cin,:)) * m_data(i,cin,:);
t2b(i,:) = t2(i,1,:);
end
plot(t2b(9,start(9):stop(9) ), m(9,start(9):stop(9) ),'y')
plot(t2b(8,start(8):stop(8) ), m(8,start(8):stop(8) ),'r')
plot(t2b(7,start(7):stop(7) ), m(7,start(7):stop(7) ),'c')
plot(t2b(6,start(6):stop(6) ), m(6,start(6):stop(6) ),'k')
plot(t2b(5,start(5):stop(5) ), m(5,start(5):stop(5) ),'m')
plot(t2b(4,start(4):stop(4) ), m(4,start(4):stop(4) ),'b')
plot(t2b(3,start(3):stop(3) ), m(3,start(3):stop(3) ),'g')
plot(t2b(2,start(2):stop(2) ), m(2,start(2):stop(2) ),'y')
plot(t2b(1,start(1):stop(1) ), m(1,start(1):stop(1) ),'r')
legend '71.1 V' '71.3 V' '71.5 V' '71.7 V' '71.9 V' '72.1 V' '72.3 V' '72.5 V'
xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Normalized Amplitude (mV)'); ylim([-.1 1.1])

%% INTEGRATE AVERAGED!!! VOLTAGE/RESISTANCE=CURRENT PULSES TO FIND CHARGE
cin = 6;
equivR = 1 / ((1/1000) + (1/50));
int_v(1:length(voltages)) = 0;
charge(1:length(voltages)) = 0;
% 3 mm
nstart = start(4)+40;
nstop = stop(4)-60;
% 1 mm
nstart = start(4)+30;
nstop = stop(4)-200;
sn = 2;
% start and end voltage #’s
en = 6;
% length(voltages)
for j=sn:en
if j==3
pulse = m_data(j,cin-1,:);
% pulse (# cells) to int.
else
pulse = m_data(j,cin,:);
% pulse (# cells) to int.
end
for i=nstart:nstop
% m_data is voltage
int_v(j) = int_v(j) + pulse(i)*(t2(j,2)-t2(j,1));
% integrate V wrt time
end
gain = 1;
% preamp gain, full bandwidth
charge(j) = int_v(j) / equivR / gain / cin;
% convert to charge
fprintf('\ncharge for 1 cell = %2.2f PC',charge(j)*1e3) % TIME IS IN NS!!
end
ts(1:5/.01+1) = squeeze(t2(5,1,nstart)); tf(1:5/.01+1) = squeeze(t2(5,1,nstop));
plot(ts, -1 : .01 : 4,'r'); plot(tf, -1 : .01 : 4,'r')
fprintf('\n\n')
figure(24); close; figure(24);
plot(charge(sn:en)*1e3,voltages(sn:en),'o','MarkerSize',10);
b = robustfit(charge(sn:en)*1e3,voltages(sn:en));
hold on; plot(charge(sn:en)*1e3, b(1)+b(2)*(charge(sn:en)*1e3),'r-')
equation = sprintf('V = %2.4f pC + %2.2f',b(2),b(1))
text(150*((cin-2)/1.5),71.4,equation,'fontsize',16,'color','m')
text(2.4,71.4,equation,'fontsize',16,'color','m')
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Charge (pC)'); ylabel('Voltage (mV)')

%% PLOT GAIN VERSUS VOLTAGE TO EXTRACT BREAKDOWN
% find max voltage of first few fingers & the "spacing" between them is the gain
v_br = 68.3;
% 1mm
~69 with fitting
v_opt = 5;
% 1mm
v_br = 68.1;
% 3mm
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v_opt = 7;

% 70.5 V

%% PLOT CHARGE VERSUS VOLTAGE WITH UNCERTAINTY
% load('H:\SSPM MATLAB\SSPM_Code\charge1mm.mat')
voltages = (69.0 : 0.25 : 71.0);
% 3mm voltages
aa = 1; bb = 9;
figure(26); close; figure(26); hold on;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Voltage (V)'); ylabel('Charge (pC)');
plot(voltages(aa:bb), charge(aa:bb,:,1)*1e12,'ro')
%
%
%
%

1mm
set(gca,'xtick',[71.1 71.3 71.5 71.7 71.9 72.1 72.3])
plot(voltages(2:8), charge(2:8,:,1)*1e12,'o')
errorbar(voltages(2:8), charge(2:8,:,1)*1e12, charge(2:8,:,2)*1e12,'o')

% 3mm
plot(voltages(1:9), charge(1:9,:,1)*1e12,'o')
set(gca,'xtick',[69 69.5 70.0 70.5 71.0])
errorbar(voltages(1:9), charge(1:9,:,1)*1e12, charge(1:9,:,2)*1e12,'o')
xlim([68.9 71.1])
%% USE Q = CV TO EXTRA CAPACITANCE
v_opt = 6;
% 1mm, 72.1 V
v_br = 68.3;
% 1mm
v_opt = 7;
% 3mm, 70.5 V
v_br = 67.9;
% 3mm
cin = 1;
cap = charge(v_opt,:,1) / (voltages(v_opt) - v_br) / cin;
fprintf('\nC_quenching + C_diode = %2.2f pF\n',cap*1e12)
% cap = 19.4 pF
% 1mm
% cap = 20.5 pF
% 3mm
cap_all = (charge(:,:,1) ./ (voltages(:) - v_br) / cin )*1e12

% C_quenching + C_diode
% TIME was NOT in ns!!

%% PLOT MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA TO COMPARE
% load('pulseshape.mat'; plot(t+12,one*6)
figure(27); close; figure(27); hold on; %axis([15 70 -.3 4]);
ax1 = gca; set(ax1,'XColor','k','YColor','k'); set(gca,'fontsize',18)
plot(data(:,1),(data (:,3)),'Color','r','Marker','o','Markersize',2,'Parent',ax1);
plot(data(:,1),(data (:,6)),'Color','g','Marker','o','Markersize',2,'Parent',ax1);
plot(data(:,1),(data (:,9)),'Color','b','Marker','o','Markersize',2,'Parent',ax1);
xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Voltage (V)'); axis([1.98 2.4 67 72])
ax1 = axes('Position',get(ax1,'Position'),...
'XAxisLocation','bottom',...
'YAxisLocation','right',...
'Color','none',...
'XColor','k','YColor','k');
plot(data (:,1),(data (:,2).*1e6),'Color','r','Parent',ax1);
plot(data (:,1),(data (:,5).*1e6),'Color','g','Parent',ax1);
plot(data (:,1),(data (:,8).*1e6),'Color','b','Parent',ax1);
ylabel('Current (uA)','fontsize',18); axis([1.98 2.4 -100 500]);
% legend '72.3 V-voltage' '71.7 V-voltage' '71.1 V-voltage' '72.3 V-current' '71.7 Vcurrent' '71.1 V-current'
set(gca,'fontsize',18)
% 1mm, 1 cell fire in mode
q = 2;
plot(data(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (data(:,2)*1e3-.24) *q ,'y','LineWidth',2)
plot(data(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (data(:,2)*1e3-.257) *q ,'g','LineWidth',2)
plot(data(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (data(:,2)*1e3-.276) *q ,'b','LineWidth',2)
plot(data(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (data(:,2)*1e3-.293) *q ,'m','LineWidth',2)
plot(data(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (data(:,2)*1e3-.31) *q ,'k','LineWidth',2)
plot(data(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (data(:,2)*1e3-.327) *q ,'c','LineWidth',2)
plot(data(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (data(:,2)*1e3-.345) *q ,'r','LineWidth',2)
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%
%
%
%
%

1
1
1
1
1

mm, 71.1
mm, 71.3
mm, 71.5
mm, 71.7
mm, 71.9
% 1 mm, 72.1
% 1 mm, 72.3

% 3 mm, preamp data
figure(28); hold on; one = one*1e3;
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(one(1,:)),'or','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(one(2,:)),'og','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(one(3,:)),'oy','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(one(4,:)),'ob','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(one(5,:)),'om','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(one(6,:)),'ok','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(one(7,:)),'oc','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(one(8,:)),'or','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(one(9,:)),'og','MarkerSize',3)
legend '69.0 V' '69.25 V' '69.5 V' '69.75 V' '70.0 V' '70.25 V' '70.5
'71.0 V'

V' '70.75 V'

% 3 mm, normalize non-preamp data using preamp data
load('H:\SSPM_MATLAB\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\mm3nopreamp.mat');
load('H:\SSPM_MATLAB\HPK_3mm_Al\MediumNoise_Final_Preamp\final3mmrerun.mat');
t2 = t2*1e9;
cin = 2; figure(29); hold on;
% cin = 2 == 1 cell;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Amplitude (uV)')
axis([10 100 -10 150])
t2b(1:6,1,:) = t2(1:6,1,:);
t2b(7:9,1,:) = t2(7:9,1,:)+0.2;
oneb(1:6,:) = one(1:6,:);
oneb(7:9,:) = one(7:9,:) - 3e-5;
for i=1:9
amp(i) = max(m_data(i,cin,:)) / 11.3;
% [mV]
max(oneb(i,:))
new3mm(i,:) = ( oneb(i,:) ./ (max(oneb(i,:))/amp(i)) )*1e3;
% [uV]
end
plot(squeeze(t2b(9,1,:)),new3mm(9,:)-new3mm(9,1),'og','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2b(8,1,:)),new3mm(8,:)-new3mm(8,1),'or','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2b(7,1,:)),new3mm(7,:)-new3mm(7,1),'oc','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2b(6,1,:)),new3mm(6,:)-new3mm(6,1),'ok','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2b(5,1,:)),new3mm(5,:)-new3mm(5,1),'om','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2b(4,1,:)),new3mm(4,:)-new3mm(4,1),'ob','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2b(3,1,:)),new3mm(3,:)-new3mm(3,1),'oy','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2b(2,1,:)),new3mm(2,:)-new3mm(2,1),'og','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2b(1,1,:)),new3mm(1,:)-new3mm(1,1),'or','MarkerSize',3)

%% PLOT CURRENT VERSUS FORWARD BIAS TO EXTRACT R_QUENCHING
% HPK 1 mm, 25 um, Sample 397
f_bias = [0 0.2];
current = [35e-9 40e-6];
% HPK 3 mm, 25 um, Sample 1
bias = [0 : .1 : 2];
current = [.3e-9 .274e-9 -.022e-9 -5.3e-9 -.143e-6 .0e-3 ...
-25.35e-3 -30.52e-3 -35.94e-3 -41.18e-3 -47.1e-3 -52.7e-3 ...
-58.89e-3 -64.5e-3 -70.9e-3];
figure(31); close; figure(31); set(gca,'fontsize',14); hold on;
xlabel('Voltage (V)'); ylabel('Current (A)')
plot(bias,-current)
plot(bias(15:21),-current(15:21),'or')
Rq = 1/0.05833 * (3e-3/25e-6)^2
Rq = 247
% kOhm

%% PLOT SNR
figure(33); hold off; mm=4
plot([1:mm],squeeze(SNR(1,3,1:mm)),'-or'); hold on;
plot([1:mm],squeeze(SNR(2,3,1:mm)),'-og')
plot([1:mm],squeeze(SNR(3,3,1:mm)),'-ob')
plot([1:mm],squeeze(SNR(4,3,1:mm)),'-oc')
plot([1:mm],squeeze(SNR(5,3,1:mm)),'-om')
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plot([1:mm],squeeze(SNR(6,3,1:mm)),'-oy')
plot([1:mm],squeeze(SNR(7,3,1:mm)),'-ok')
plot([1:mm],squeeze(SNR(8,3,1:mm)),'-or')
plot([1:mm],squeeze(SNR(9,3,1:mm)),'-og')
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Number of Cells Firing'); ylabel('SNR')
%legend '71.1 V' '71.3 V' '71.5 V' '71.7 V' '71.9 V' '72.1 V' '72.3 V'
legend '69.0 V' '69.25 V' '69.5 V' '69.75 V' '70.0 V' '70.25 V' '70.5
'71.0 V'
set(gca,'xtick',[1 2 3 4 5 6 7]); xlim([1 6])

V' '70.75 V'

%% FIND UNCERTAINITY OF CHARGE / BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE
cin = 4;
gain = 1;
% 11.3 == preamp gain, full bandwidth
equivR = 1 / ((1/1000) + (1/50));
int_v(1:length(voltages)) = 0;
charge(1:length(voltages)) = 0;
sn = 4;
% start/end voltage #’s
en = 9;
% length(voltages)
for j = sn:en
for pn = 100:200
pulse = m_data(j,cin,:);
% pulse (# cells) to int
for i = start(cin):stop(cin);
% m_data is voltage
int_v(j) = int_v(j) + pulse(i)*(t2(j,2)-t2(j,1));
% integrate V wrt time
end
charge(j,pn) = int_v(j) / equivR / gain / cin;
% convert to charge
end
charge_std(j) = stdev(charge(j,:));
fprintf('\ncharge for 1 cell = %2.2f pC +/- %2.2f',charge(j)*1e3, charge_std) % [ns]
end
figure(34); close; figure(34);
plot(charge(sn:en)*1e3,voltages(sn:en),'o','MarkerSize',10);
b = robustfit(charge(sn:en)*1e3,voltages(sn:en));
hold on; plot(charge(sn:en)*1e3, b(1)+b(2)*(charge(sn:en)*1e3),'r-')
equation = sprintf('V = %2.4f pC + %2.2f',b(2),b(1))
text(150*((cin-2)/1.5),71.4,equation,'fontsize',16,'color','m')
text(450,71.4,equation,'fontsize',16,'color','m')
set(gca,'fontsize',14); xlabel('Charge (pC)'); ylabel('Voltage (mV)')

%% 3MM DATA WITHOUT PREAMP -- PLOT AVERAGED PULSES
filename(1,:) = 'H:\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\shape_69.0_50OhmFBW_1kPA.mat ';
filename(2,:) = 'H:\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\shape_69.25_50OhmFBW_1kPA.mat';
filename(3,:) = 'H:\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\shape_69.5_50OhmFBW_1kPA.mat ';
filename(4,:) = 'H:\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\shape_69.75_50OhmFBW_1kPA.mat';
filename(5,:) = 'H:\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\shape_70.0_50OhmFBW_1kPA.mat ';
filename(6,:) = 'H:\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\shape_70.25_50OhmFBW_1kPA.mat';
filename(7,:) = 'H:\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\shape_70.5_50OhmFBW_1kPA.mat ';
filename(8,:) = 'H:\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\shape_70.75_50OhmFBW_1kPA.mat';
filename(9,:) = 'H:\HPK_3mm_Al\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\shape_71.0_50OhmFBW_1kPA.mat ';
for i = 1 : size(filename,1)
load(filename(i,1:length(find(isspace(filename(i,:))==0))));
data3D = reshape(y, 500, length(y)/500) *-1;
% plot raw pulses
figure(35); hold on;
for k = 200:300
plot(1e9*t2(:), data3D(:,k)*1e3,'b')
% plot pulse waveforms
end;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Voltage (mV)'); xlim([0 100])
% take average of all pulses
for j = 1 : 500
one(i,j) = mean(data3D(j,:)) * 1000;
end

% convert to mV

end
figure(36); hold on; set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Time
(mV)'); xlim([0 100])
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(ns)'); ylabel('Voltage

normalize = 1; gain=11.3;
plot(1e9*squeeze(t2(1,1,:)), squeeze(squeeze(pa_data(1,cin,:)))./gain,'r')
plot(1e9*squeeze(t2(1,1,:)), squeeze(squeeze(pa_data(2,cin,:)))./gain,'g')
plot(1e9*squeeze(t2(1,1,:)), squeeze(squeeze(pa_data(3,cin,:)))./gain,'y')
plot(1e9*squeeze(t2(1,1,:)), squeeze(squeeze(pa_data(4,cin,:)))./gain,'b')
plot(1e9*squeeze(t2(1,1,:)), squeeze(squeeze(pa_data(5,cin,:)))./gain,'m')
plot(1e9*squeeze(t2(1,1,:)), squeeze(squeeze(pa_data(6,cin,:)))./gain,'k')
plot(1e9*squeeze(t2(1,1,:)), squeeze(squeeze(pa_data(7,cin,:)))./gain,'c')
plot(1e9*squeeze(t2(1,1,:)), squeeze(squeeze(pa_data(8,cin,:)))./gain,'r')
plot(1e9*squeeze(t2(1,1,:)), squeeze(squeeze(pa_data(9,cin,:)))./gain,'g')
legend '69.0 V' '69.25 V' '69.5 V' '69.75 V' '70.0 V' '70.25 V' '70.5 V' '70.75 V'
'71.0 V'
xlim([20 60]); ylim([-.03 .42])

%% 3 MM PULSE MANIPULATION
% normalize preamp data for gain to get true amplitude
load('D:\SSPM\MediumNoise_Final\final3mmrerun.mat'); t2 = t2*1e9;
pa_data = m_data;
gain = 11.3;
cin=4;
figure(101); plot(squeeze(t2(1,1,:)),squeeze(pa_data(:,cin,:)));
cpa_data = pa_data ./ gain;
figure(102); plot(squeeze(t2(1,1,:)),squeeze(cpa_data(:,cin,:)));
for i=1:9
for j=1:6
f_cpa_data(i,j) = max(max(cpa_data(i,j,:)));
end
end; f_cpa_data

% 9 voltages, 6 cells
% 2 cell firing
% corrected preamp
% 2 cell firing
% max pulse amp.

% normalize non-preamp data to true amplitude
load('D:\SSPM\WeakLaser_NoPreamp\mm3nopreamp.mat'); t2 = t2*1e9;
n_data = one * 1000;
% normalize to correct amplitude
figure(103); plot(t2(1,:),squeeze(one(:,:)*1000));
% no disting. cells!! just 1 pulse
for i=1:9
for j=1:6
f_diff(i,j) = f_cpa_data(i,j)/max(n_data(i,:));
% one, n_data [mV]
cn_data(i,1,:) = f_cpa_data(i,j)/max(n_data(i,:)) .* n_data(i,:);
end
end
figure(104); plot(t2(1,:),squeeze(cn_data(:,:)));
f_diff

%% PLOT SWITCH TIMING DATA - VOUT, V
data = A_pastespecial;
st = 1;
et = 16000;
figure(38); close; figure(38); set(gca,'fontsize',18)
ax1 = gca; set(ax1,'XColor','k','YColor','k')
hl2 =
line(v71(st:et,1)*1e9,v71(st:et,3),'Color','r','Marker','o','Markersize',2,'Parent',ax1);
hl2 =
line(v70(st:et,1)*1e9,v70(st:et,3),'Color','g','Marker','o','Markersize',2,'Parent',ax1);
hl2 =
line(v69(st:et,1)*1e9,v69(st:et,3),'Color','b','Marker','o','Markersize',2,'Parent',ax1);
xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Voltage (V)'); axis([1.98 2.3 67 72])
legend '71 V-voltage' '70 V-voltage' '69 V-voltage'
ax2 = axes('Position',get(ax1,'Position'),...
'XAxisLocation','bottom',...
'YAxisLocation','right',...
'Color','none',...
'XColor','k','YColor','k');
hl2 = line(v71(st:et,1)*1e9,v71(st:et,2)*1e6,'Color','r','Parent',ax2);
hl2 = line(v70(st:et,1)*1e9,v70(st:et,2)*1e6,'Color','g','Parent',ax2);
hl2 = line(v69(st:et,1)*1e9,v69(st:et,2)*1e6,'Color','b','Parent',ax2);
ylabel('Current (uA)','fontsize',18); axis([1.98 2.3 -100 200]);
%legend '72.3 V-current' '71.7 V-current' '71.1 V-current'
legend '71 V-current' '70 V-current' '69 V-current'
set(gca,'fontsize',18)
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figure(39); hold on;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Amplitude (mV)');
xlim([20 60]); ylim([-.2 2.5]); cin = 4;
plot(squeeze(t2(8,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(8,cin,:)),'or','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(5,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(5,cin,:)),'om','MarkerSize',3)
plot(squeeze(t2(2,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(2,cin,:)),'ob','MarkerSize',3)
plot(v723(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (v723(:,4)*1e3-.76),'r','LineWidth',2)
% 1 mm, 72.3
plot(v717b(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (v717b(:,4)*1e3-.65),'m','LineWidth',2)
% 1 mm, 71.7
plot(v711b(:,1)*1e9+23.6, (v711b(:,4)*1e3-.56),'b','LineWidth',2)
% 1 mm, 71.1
legend '72.3 V-exp' '71.7 V-exp' '71.1 V-exp' '72.3 V-model' '71.7 V-model' '71.1 Vmodel'
legend '71.1 V-exp' '71.7 V-exp' '72.3 V-exp' '71.1 V-model' '71.7 V-model' '72.3 Vmodel'
figure(112); hold on; set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('Time (ns)'); ylabel('Amplitude
(mV)')
plot(normal(:,1)*1e9,(normal(:,2)-normal(1,2))*1e3,'k');
plot(Cq10fF(:,1)*1e9,(Cq10fF(:,2)-Cq10fF(1,2))*1e3,'r');
plot(Cd50fF(:,1)*1e9,(Cd50fF(:,2)-Cd50fF(1,2))*1e3,'m');
plot(Cd50fF_720p(:,1)*1e9,(Cd50fF_720p(:,2)-Cd50fF_720p(1,2))*1e3,'b');
plot(Vbr(:,1)*1e9,(Vbr(:,2)-Vbr(1,2))*1e3,'g');
legend 'ideal values' 'increase C_q' 'increase C_d - firing cell' 'increase C_d - all
cells' 'decrease V_b_r'
axis([0 80 -.005 0.1])

%% 1MM - COMPARE PREAMP/NO PREAMP SHAPES, BANDWIDTHS
load('H:\HPK_1mm_PA\newGoodPreampData.mat'); t2=t2*1e9;
figure(40); close; figure(20); hold on;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('time (ns)'); ylabel('amplitude (mV)');
ylim([-6 30]); xlim([20 60])
cin = 4;
% #cells firing to plot voltage pulses at: 4=3 cells firing
plot(squeeze(t2(3,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(3,1,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(4,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(4,1,:)),'b')
plot(squeeze(t2(3,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(3,3,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(3,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(3,5,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(4,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(4,3,:)),'b')
plot(squeeze(t2(4,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(4,5,:)),'b')
legend 'full bandwidth' '150 MHz bandwidth'
% without preamp full bandwidth / 150 MHz bandwidth
figure(41); close; figure(41); hold on;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('time (ns)'); ylabel('amplitude (mV)');
ylim([-.1 1.5]); xlim([20 60]);
cin = 3;
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(1,1,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(2,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(2,1,:)),'b')
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(1,2,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(1,3,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(2,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(2,2,:)),'b')
plot(squeeze(t2(2,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(2,3,:)),'b')
legend 'full bandwidth' '150 MHz bandwidth'
% no preamp versus preamp shape - full bandwidth
figure(42); close; figure(42); hold on;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('time (ns)'); ylabel('amplitude (mV)');
ylim([-.6 3.4]); xlim([20 60]);
cin = 3;
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(1,1,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(3,:,:)),squeeze( m_data(3,1,:) * max(m_data(1,1,:))./max(m_data(3,1,:)) ),'b')
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(1,3,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(1,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(1,5,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(3,:,:)),squeeze( m_data(3,3,:) * max(m_data(1,3,:))./max(m_data(3,3,:)) ),'b')
plot(squeeze(t2(3,:,:)),squeeze( m_data(3,5,:) * max(m_data(1,5,:))./max(m_data(3,5,:)) ),'b')
legend 'without preamp' 'with preamp'
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% no preamp versus preamp shape - 150 MHz bandwidth
figure(43); close; figure(43); hold on;
set(gca,'fontsize',18); xlabel('time (ns)'); ylabel('amplitude (mV)');
ylim([-.4 3.4]); xlim([20 60]);
cin = 3;
plot(squeeze(t2(2,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(2,1,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(4,:,:)),squeeze( m_data(4,1,:) * max(m_data(2,1,:))./max(m_data(4,1,:)) ),'b')
plot(squeeze(t2(2,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(2,3,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(2,:,:)),squeeze(m_data(2,5,:)),'r')
plot(squeeze(t2(4,:,:)),squeeze( m_data(4,3,:) * max(m_data(2,3,:))./max(m_data(4,3,:)) ),'b')
plot(squeeze(t2(4,:,:)),squeeze( m_data(4,5,:) * max(m_data(2,5,:))./max(m_data(4,5,:)) ),'b')
legend 'without preamp' 'with preamp'
for i=1:6
factorA(i) = 1/ (max(m_data(1,i,:))./max(m_data(3,i,:)));
factorF(i) = 1/ (max(m_data(2,i,:))./max(m_data(4,i,:)));
fA = mean(factorA(2:5))
fF = mean(factorF(2:5))
end
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